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Estberg’s dedication 
cements his place in 
New Trier history

New Trier remembers teacher Tim Estberg

New west wing  
brings exciting yet 
concerning features

 Teacher, mentor, and 
Northfield’s Music, Speach, and 
Theatre Department Head, Tim 
Estberg, passed away Sunday, 
August 28. Estberg had been 
diagnosed with advanced liver 
cancer only weeks before his passing. 
 Estberg was a role-model for 
many students, through his work as a 
music and theatre teacher, Freshman 
advisor, and sponsor for “Lagniappe-
Potpourri” and the Committed To 
Action (CTA) club. Estberg also 
taught chorus, and led the Theatre 1 
drama classes.
 Nina Lynn, the Media, Speech, 
and Theatre department chair at the 
Winnetka campus, said, “Mr. Estberg 

had a terrific smile... when I loved his 
smile most, however, was when he 
was in his classroom making music 
with his students.” 
 “We saw him reach out and 

try to connect with every possible 
student he could,” said Hilerre 
Kirsch, theater teacher and colleague 
of 20 years. “He loved his students. 
He loved New Trier.”
 For many years, Estberg also 
carried his love for students into his 
Freshman advisory. Junior Marcus 
Chong, a former advisee of Estberg, 
said, “He really did care for you. My 
Freshman year I moved here from 
Australia, and he made that whole 
transition one-hundred times easier. 
He was extremely helpful.” Chong 
added, “He was just a very genuine 
person, and an advisor that we all 
loved.”
 Estberg worked on the past three 
(including the current) “Lagniappe 
Potpourri” shows as the head 
sponsor. He facilitated the creation of 
the show each year, consulting with 
the students who created the show in 
acting and singing, among other areas 
of expertise.
 “He was always highlighting 

people’s strengths,” said Kerri 
Simons, Estberg’s Lagniappe co-
sponsor. “And in that way, I think 
he brought a lot of special talent to 
Lagniappe.”
 Simons added that, “one lesson 
that he gave to students was that it’s 
okay to be the best at your thing and 
you need to let others shine, when it’s 
their time to shine.”
 Estberg was also a sponsor 
of Committed To Action. CTA is 
a club devoted to learning about, 
and confronting, problems within 
the LGBTQ community, as well as 
providing a platform for students to 
speak their minds about issues they 
encounter.
 Rachel Hess, co-sponsor of CTA 
said, “He was always willing to not 
only stand up for students, but also to 
educate others when it came to issue, 
related to the LGBTQ community. 
He was very passionate about 
sharing his knowledge with adults 
and also just impressing upon them 

the compassion that students of this 
community need.”

 
 
 Estberg was particularly 
involved in the planning and 
execution of the school-wide Day 
of Silence, a day to reflect on the 
violence and oppression endured by 
members of the LGBTQ community, 
another project of CTA’s.
 “We hope to continue the 
enthusiasm that we saw in him,” said 
Hess. “To continue to let kids know 
that there’s a place for them and 
there are people who will stick up for 
them.”

 New Trier unveiled phase one 
of the $100.3 million Winnetka 
campus facilities project featuring a 
new library, cafeteria, and five story 
atrium leaving students in awe, but 
others concerned. 
 On the first day of school not 
only did students have to plan out 
their outfits and find all their classes, 
but had to navigate a new wing. Not 
even seniors knew where they were 
going or where to sit. 
 But the discomfort of not having 
a pre-decided place to sit did not stop 
masses of New Trier students from 
flooding the new spaces. 
 Senior Mame O’Grady was 
very impressed with the new wing. 
“The renovation added many modern 
amenities while respecting the 
tradition of the building,” O’Grady 
said.
 O’Grady’s opinion mirrored the 
hopes of the project’s architects from 
Wight & Company architectural firm. 
 “We kept in mind two big 
goals,” Kevin Havens, the project’s 
design director said. “The first 
was to really provide a learning 
environment that would carry the 
students and faculty into the future, 
and the second thing was to also be 
mindful of the rich history of the high 
school.  We wanted to make sure we 
were being respectful of the historic 
exterior design so it would fit in not 
only with the existing school but the 
neighborhood as well.”
 One of the main focal points of 
the phase one addition is the large 
cafeteria.
 “We wanted to create a 
place where students wanted to 
come,”Superintendent Linda Yonke 
said. “Our old cafeteria, students 
didn’t want to come to. Just based 
on one week so far we were wildly 
successful. We know kids are in there 
because sales are way up on food, 
and it’s full every lunch period.” 
 Students also praised the new 
cafeteria. “It feels kind of like 

college,” Senior Aaron Dembsley 
said. 
 O’Grady added, “The cafeteria 
is modern and spacious.” 
 Senior Callie Kennedy, who 
never ate in the old cafeteria, spends 
her lunch period in the new cafeteria 
everyday because of the added food 
options and the larger space. 
 Besides the cafeteria, the new 
library has been a major focal point 
of phase one. 
 Yonke shared some of the 
school’s goals for the new library. 
“The design elements that were 
important in the library were to have 
several different kinds of spaces.”  
 Library department chair Erika 
Immel said, “Students can now work 
independently or collaboratively in 
some of our new spaces.”  
 According to Immel, the new 
library not only has four times as 
many seats as the old library, but it is 
also equipped with more power. 
 Another major piece of the new 
addition is the five-story atrium with 
a glass paneled staircase connecting 
the floors. 
 The concourse that leads in 
to the atrium was built in order to 
brighten up the new wing. 
 “One of our main goals was to 
bring in a sense of light,” Yonke said, 
“and I do feel like we accomplished 
that.” 
 The five story atrium and glass 
paneled staircase has caused some 
concerns within the student body and 
school personnel.   
 “I think it’s too much glass to 
be in a high school, but you can see 
a lot,” Johnyell Owens of campus 
security said. “There haven’t 
been any problems so far. It’s still 
intriguing for students. Don’t get me 
wrong, it’s a beautiful space but the 
security [worries] me a little.” 
 Students also shared Owens 
concerns. 
 Senior Daniel Dodnival said 
he  did not see any bad behavior but 
heard students talk about throwing 
things over the railing. “I have seen 
people joke about it and say how 
easily they could do it,” Dodnival 
said. 
 “You can’t stop a student from 
throwing something over the side 

of the railing,” Mac Harris, a board 
member said, “but I would hope that 
the students would be extremely 
proud of the new construction and 
what it’s going to do to enhance their 
educational process.” 
 Kevin Havens, the design 
director, offered an insight as to why 
the design team used so much glass. 
The glass improves safety according 
to Havens, making it difficult for 
someone to hide. “Things can’t go 
on that are out of sight from a faculty 
member or student.” 
 Havens continued to defend the 
design. “These spaces are not that 
different from what you see in the 
rest of your life,” Havens said. “They 
are very common in corporate spaces 
or retail malls, certainly in civic 
buildings and in universities. I think 
people don’t give you, as a student, 

enough credit. 
 “Every single inch of space 
is considered by someone multiple 
times,” Yonke said in response to 
critics. 
 She added. “I have worked in 
three other school districts besides 
New Trier and one of the things that 
is notably different at New Trier is 
the relationship between students and 
staff here that is more mature and 
more trusting,” Yonke said. “I hope 
students won’t violate that trust.” 
 No matter the concern, the 
unveiling of phase one marks a major 
milestone. The school board has 
been working towards renovating 
the school since 2014. In November 
of 2014, two thirds of the township 
voted to approve the $89 million 
referendum, and after additional 
expenses the final project budget 

came out to $100.3 million. The 2014 
referendum came four years after the 
schools initial, larger referendum 
failed. 
 Board president Greg Robitaille 
reflected on why he believes the new 
addition is important. “Our district 
hasn’t created a new classroom in 60 
years,” Robitaille said. “The level of 
community support we got shows it 
was the right time to reinvest in the 
infrastructure of the school. We think 
this is the right project at the right 
time, at the right cost and the result 
of the outcome is something we think 
is appropriate to the neighborhood 
in which it sits, and converses the 
educational mission of New Trier 
very, very well.” 

Phase one of new addition opens after year of construction

The new cafeteria offers extra seating    Zervas    

Skylight provides natural light      Zervas First floor hallway outside of the cafeteria     Zervas

New, accessible staircase in the west wing     Zervas

Tim Estberg has been at New Trier 
since 2001.     New Trier

‘One lesson that he 
gave to students was 
that it’s okay to be the 
best at your thing...and 
you need to let others 
shine, when it’s their 
time to shine.’


